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Abstract. Local optima networks (LONs) are a useful tool to analyse
and visualise the global structure of fitness landscapes. The main goal
of our study is to use LONs to contrast the global structure of synthetic
benchmark functions against those of real-world continuous optimisation
problems of similar dimensions. We selected two real-world problems,
namely, an engineering design problem and a machine learning prob-
lem. Our results indicate striking differences in the global structure of
synthetic vs real-world problems. The real-world problems studied were
easier to solve than the synthetic ones, and our analysis reveals why; they
have easier to traverse global structures with fewer nodes and edges, no
sub-optimal funnels, higher neutrality and multiple global optima with
shorter trajectories towards them.
Keywords: local optima networks, funnel structures, fitness landscapes, real-
world optimisation problems
1 Introduction
The structure of fitness landscapes is known to relate to the performance of
optimisation algorithms. Several tools and metrics have been proposed to char-
acterise fitness landscapes [12], however, few of them deal with the landscapes’
global structure. Local optima networks (LONs) help to fill this gap, by pro-
viding information about the number, distribution, and connectivity patterns
of local optima [14]. LONs were inspired by work in theoretical/computational
chemistry, where the structure of energy landscapes (derived from the atomic
interactions in clusters and molecules) is modelled as a graph [5]. The central
idea of LONs is to compress the search space into a graph where nodes are local
optima and edges are possible transitions between optima with a given search
operator. Several topological network features can be extracted from LONs [14];
recent work have also studied the landscapes’ funnel structure [15, 16]. The no-
tion of funnels comes from the study of energy landscapes; according to Doye et
al. [6] a funnel “is a region of configuration space that can be described in terms
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of a set of downhill pathways that converge on a single low-energy structure or a
set of closely related low-energy structures.” Funnels are important global struc-
ture features, a single global funnel will facilitate optimisation, but the presence
of sub-optimal funnels will hinder it.
Network-based models of fitness landscapes have only recently been applied
to continuous optimisation problems outside the realm of molecular energy min-
imisation, examples are [1, 2, 17]. Our work extends these results in order to
contrast the global (funnel) structure of synthetic vs. real-world continuous op-
timisation problems, we also develop some aspects of the methodology. Our main
contributions are to:
– Apply the LON model to real-world continuous optimisation problems (in-
cluding engineering design and machine learning) and contrast their struc-
ture against the structure of synthetic benchmark functions.
– Contrast two initialisation methods, uniform and Latin hypercube, when
sampling the fitness landscapes to extract the LON models.
– Explore the effect of increasing the problem dimension on the global (funnel)
structure of the underlying landscapes.
2 Definitions
We start by formalising the notions of fitness landscapes and local optimum,
before defining the local optima network models considered in our study. We
use two models to discover the global structure of continuous optimisation prob-
lems: the Monotonic LON model, and the Compressed Monotonic LON model,
introduced in [16].
Fitness landscape. In the context of continuous optimisation, a fitness landscape
is a triplet (X, N, f) where X ∈ Rn is the set of all real-valued solutions of n
dimensions, i.e., the search space; N is a function that assigns to every solution
x ∈ X a set of neighbors N(x); and f : Rn → R is the fitness function. A
potential solution x is denoted as vector x = (x1., x2, . . . , xn), and the neigh-
bourhood is based on hypercubes. Formally, the neighbourhood of a candidate
solution xk is defined as, xj ∈ N(xk) ↔ |xki − xji| < si, i = {1, . . . , n} where
s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) is a vector that represents the size of the neighbourhood in
all dimensions.
Local optimum. A solution x∗ ∈ X such that ∀x ∈ N(x∗), f(x∗) ≤ f(x).
Monotonic LON model. The monotonic LON is the directed graph MLON =
(L,ME ) where the nodes L are local optima and the edges ME ⊂ E are mono-
tonic perturbation edges.
Monotonic perturbation edges. There is a monotonic perturbation edge from
a local optimum l1 to a local optimum l2, if l2 can be obtained from a random
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perturbation of l1 followed by a local minimisation process, and f(l2) ≤ f(l1).
The edge is called monotonic because the transition between two local optima
is non-deteriorating. In this model, the edges are weighted with the number of
times a transition between two local optima occurred.
Compressed monotonic LON model. This is a coarser model that com-
presses connected local optima at the same fitness into single nodes. The purpose
is to facilitate modelling landscapes with neutrality.
Compressed monotonic LON. It is the directed graph CMLON = (CL,CE )
where the nodes are compressed local optima CL, and the edges CE ⊂ ME are
aggregated from the monotonic edge set ME by summing up the edge weights.
Compressed local optimum. A compressed local optimum is a single node that
represents a set of connected nodes in the MLON model with the same fitness
value.
Monotonic sequence. A monotonic sequence is a path of connected local op-
tima where their fitness values are always decreasing. Every monotonic sequence
has a natural end, which represent a funnel bottom, also called sink in graph
theory.
Funnel. We can characterise funnels in the CMLON as all the monotonic
sequences ending at the same compressed local optimum (funnel bottom or sink).
3 Methodology
Our methodology for sampling and constructing the networks is based on the
basin-hopping (BH) algorithm, proposed in the context of computational chem-
istry [18]. BH is an iterative algorithm, where each iteration is composed of a
random perturbation of a candidate solution, followed by a local minimisation
process and an acceptance test. In this study, we adopted a variant of the BH
algorithm called monotonic basin-hopping (MBH) proposed in [10] (see in Algo-
rithm 1), where the acceptance criterion considers only improving solutions.
To construct the network models a number of runs are conducted. Each run
on a given problem instance produces a search trajectory, which is recorded as
a set of nodes (local minima) and edges (consecutive transitions), and stored
in the sets L, and ME , respectively. Note that different runs can in principle
traverse the same nodes and edges, even if they start from different initialisation
points. The MLON network is constructed in a post-processing stage where the
trajectories generated by a fixed number of runs (100 in our implementation)
are aggregated to contain only unique nodes and edges.
We compared two techniques to generate the initial candidate solutions (x0
in Algorithm 1) during the sampling process: uniform and Latin hypercube sam-
pling. The uniform sampling generates initial solutions following a uniform dis-
tribution within the problem bounds, whereas the Latin hypercube sampling
(LHS) technique partitions the search space into equally probable bins and po-
sitions the samples at each axis-aligned hyperplane.
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Algorithm 1 Monotonic basin-hopping sampling.
Require: search space X ∈ Rn, fitness function f(X), step size p




5: x′ ← Perturbation(x, p)
6: y← LocalMinimization(x′)
7: if f(y) ≤ f(x) then
8: L← L ∪ {y}
9: ME ← ME ∪ (x,y)
10: x← y
11: end if
12: until Stopping criterion is not reached
13: return L,ME
As the local minimiser we used the Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS) [13], which is an extension of BFGS, a well-known
quasi-Newton algorithm. L-BFGS is scalable to higher dimensions because it
avoids storing a fully dense approximation of the Hessian matrix.
The step size p has to be appropriately selected for each problem. If p is
too small, the candidate solution can be easily trapped in a low quality local
optimum and unable to escape from its basin of attraction; whereas if p is too
large, the candidate solution can move drastically to regions of worse quality,
degenerating into random search and losing the progress attained, especially if
the search has already reached relatively low fitness solutions. In order to select
p, we followed the suggestion in [10], which indicates to vary p until roughly half
of the steps attempted escape the starting basin of attraction. In continuous
space, there is a precision issue to decide if two solutions correspond to the same
local optimum. In this work, we used a position threshold ε that depends on the
optimisation problem. Two solutions represent the same local optimum if the
absolute difference between each of their components is less than ε.
Once the models are constructed, we can extract different metrics to bring
insight into the search difficulty and the global structure of the studied land-
scapes. Table 1 describes the metrics used in this study. The network metrics
were gathered from the CMLON model. Note that when there is little neutrality
in the search space, the number of nodes in the CMLON model is close to the
number of local optima in the underlying landscape, whereas when neutrality is
high, the number of nodes in the CMLON is smaller than the number of underly-
ing landscape optima. The ratio between the number of compressed optima over
the total number of local optima is captured by the neutral metric described in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Performance and network metrics.
Performance metrics
success Proportion of runs that reached the global minimum.
deviation Mean deviation from the global minimum.
Network metrics
nodes Number of nodes in the CMLON (compressed local optima).
funnels Number of sinks (CMLON nodes without outgoing edges).
neutral Proportion of CMLON nodes to the number of local optima.
strength Normalized incoming strength of the globally optimal sinks.
4 Experimental setup
4.1 Synthetic functions
We consider three classical test functions, modified Ackley (Ackley 4), Griewank,
and Schwefel 2.26, which are all differentiable, separable, scalable, and multi-
modal, but are known to differ in their global structures. Fig. 1 shows 3D visu-
alisations of the functions with two variables. The Ackley 4 function [7] has two
global minima close to the origin, presents a single pronounced funnel toward
both minima, and evaluates within the range [−35, 35]. The Griewank function
has a single funnel structure, many local optima almost at the same fitness level
than the single global optimum (located at the origin), and evaluates in the range
[−600, 600]. The Schwefel 2.26 function has multiple funnels, a single global op-
timum located far from the origin, at f(x∗) = f(420.9687, . . . , 420.9687), and
evaluates in the range [−500, 500]. For each function, we considered 3 instances
with n = {3, 5, 8}.
(a) Ackley 4 (b) Griewank (c) Schwefel 2.26
Fig. 1. 3D visualization of the selected synthetic benchmark functions with two vari-
ables.
4.2 Real-world functions
Engineering design problem. We selected the radar pulse modulation prob-
lem named “spread spectrum radar polly phase code design problem”, as de-
scribed and implemented in the CEC2011 “Competition on Testing Evolution-
ary Algorithms on Real-World Optimisation Problems” [4]. This problem can be
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scaled to n dimensions and belongs to the class of continuous min-max global
optimisation problems. In both problems, the global optima are known. We se-
lected 3 instances with n = {3, 5, 8}, to allow a closer comparison with the
synthetic functions. In what follows, we call this the Radar function.
Machine learning problem. We used the sum of squares clustering problem
from the “Machine Learning and Data Analysis” problem set [9]. The problem
is to determine the position of k cluster centres in order to minimise the sum of
squared distances between each data point (in a dataset) and its nearest cluster
center. Let us denote C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck} as the set of centers where cj ∈ Rq;
and D = {d1,d2, . . . ,dm} as the dataset, with di ∈ Rq. A candidate solution
is represented as a vector x ∈ Rqk that concatenates the centers coordinates.
Several test instances can be generated, changing the value of k and the dataset.
We selected the Ruspini dataset that contains 75 observations in a 2-dimensional
space (di ∈ R2). Since the observations are in a 2-dimensional space, and the
problem representation concatenates the cluster centres, instances can only be
generated with an even dimension. In order to closely compare with the other
benchmark functions, we selected 3 instances with n = {4, 6, 8} (correspond-
ing respectively to k = {2, 3, 4}). In what follows, we call this the Clustering
function.
4.3 Parameter settings and experiments
To extract the networks, 100 runs of the monotonic basin-hoping sampling algo-
rithm (Algorithm 1) were conducted on each function with a stopping criterion
based on a predefined number of cycles. The number of cycles was determined
experimentally for each problem, by observing the convergence behavior of 30
runs. Table 2 summarises the parameters used for each function.
Table 2. Parameter settings for each function.
Function Dimensions Step size Cycles ε
Ackley 4 3, 5, 8 1.63 300 10−2
Griewank 3, 5, 8 3.60 200 10−2
Schwefel 2.26 3, 5, 8 151.00 4000 10−2
Radar 3, 5, 8 1.27 100 10−1
Clustering 4, 6, 8 48.64 100 1.0
All the experiments were conducted in an Intel Core i7 computer, with a pro-
cessor running at 3.5 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. We used the basin-hopping im-
plementation provided in the Python package Scipy [8]. For constructing models,
computing the metrics and visualising the networks we used the igraph pack-
age [3] with the R statistical language. For visualising the networks, we used
force-directed graph layout algorithms as provided in igraph.
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5 Results
5.1 Synthetic functions
Performance and network metrics. Fig. 2 reports the performance and net-
work metrics described in Table 1 for the synthetic functions with n = {3, 5, 8}.
Results are shown for both initialisation methods, which are indicated using the
subscript uni for the uniform initialisation and lhs for the hypercube sampling.

































































































Fig. 2. Network and performance metrics on the synthetic functions. For each func-
tion, the subscripts uni and lhs denote uniform initialisation and hypercube sampling,
respectively.
Let us first consider the performance metrics (Success and Deviation). The
Ackley 4 and Griewank functions are easy to solve by the MBH algorithm,
regardless of the initialisation method used. However, the MBH algorithm shows
a reduction in the success rate in the Schwefel 2.26 function as the problem
dimension increases. For n = 3, the uniform initialisation showed a higher success
rate than the success rate of the LHS. However, with n = 5, it is the other way
around, supporting that LHS might be beneficial for high dimension problems.
The problem becomes very hard to solve with n = 8, where MBH with both
initialisation methods failed to find the global optimum in most runs. We can also
verify the difficulty of the Schwefel 2.26 function, looking at how the deviation
from the optimum increases with n.
With respect to the network metrics, the number of nodes in the CMLON
model increases with the problem dimension for Ackley 4 and Schwefel 2.26.
For the Griewank function, the trend is reversed, the number of nodes decreases
when the problem dimension increases. These results are aligned with the earlier
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findings by Locatelli et al. [11], where the Griewank function was found to behave
closer to its convex quadratic function as n increases. Theoretically, the number
of local optima in the Griewank function increases exponentially with n due to its
oscillatory non-convex part; however, local optimisers (such as L-BFGS) can only
capture a lower number of optima because the convex quadratic function is more
pronounced than the oscillatory non-convex component. The number of funnels
indicates that Ackley 4 and Griewank feature a single funnel structure for all the
studied problem dimensions; which helps to explain that these functions are not
difficult to solve. For the Schwefel 2.26 function, as the dimension increases, some
sub-optimal funnels appear, which helps to explain the deterioration in the MBH
performance. The neutral metric represents the proportion of connected local
optima with the same fitness value. In an analysis per function, we can observe
that Schwefel 2.26 shows higher neutrality than the other functions. Finally, the
strength metric measures the incoming weighted degree of the global optimum
node. We can appreciate visually that this metric correlates well with the success
rate. For Ackley 4 and Griewank, the strength is the highest possible value (1.0),
and it does not seem to be affected by n. For Schwefel 2.26, an increase in n
represents a reduction in strength.
Network visualisation. Visualisation is a useful tool to get insight into the
structure of networks. Fig. 3 shows the CMLONs for the synthetic functions
with n = {3, 5, 8}; the plots captions indicate the success rate for each instance.
Due to space restrictions, we only show networks generated with uniform ini-
tialisation. However, both initialisation methods produced similar visual results.
The graphs decorations highlight relevant features of the search dynamics; node
sizes are proportional to their incoming strength, and edges to their weight, i.e.
the number of times a transition between two nodes occurred in the sampling
process. Pink nodes correspond to global funnels, and blue nodes to sub-optimal
funnels. The global optima is highlighted with bright red, while the sub-optimal
funnel bottoms with dark blue nodes. The Ackley 4 function shows a single fun-
nel structure for all dimensions, with the number of nodes increasing with n.
The Griewank function also shows a single funnel for all dimensions; however,
the number of nodes decreases with n as discussed above, and also due to the
higher neutrality observed in this function. For the Schwefel 2.26 function, sub-
optimal funnels (blue nodes) start to emerge as n increases, which explains the
success rate deteriorating with n.
To illustrate the advantage of modelling the search space with LONs, we
used 3D visualisations of the networks to gain insight into the landscapes funnel
structure. Fig. 4 shows 3D networks of the synthetic functions with n = 5, where
the fitness values are added as the third dimension to the 2D graph layouts. We
can observe that Ackley 4 shows a deep funnel towards a single global optimum.
Griewank also shows a single funnel, but with a flatter structure; we can see the
several local optima are located almost at the same fitness level than the global
optimum. Schwefel 2.26 shows multiple funnels, where the sub-optimal funnel
bottoms (dark blue nodes) are at different fitness levels. Contrasting the standard
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(g) Schwefel 2.26, n = 3, success = 0.79 (h) Schwefel 2.26, n = 5, success = 0.18 (i) Schwefel 2.26, n = 8, success = 0.02
(d) Griewank, n = 3, success = 1.00 (e) Griewank, n = 5, success = 1.00 (f) Griewank, n = 8, success = 1.00
(a) Ackley 4, n = 3, success = 1.00 (b) Ackley 4, n = 5, success = 1.00 (c) Ackley 4, n = 8, success = 1.00
Fig. 3. CMLON visualisations for the synthetic instances with n = {3, 5, 8}. Node
sizes are proportional to their incoming strength. Pink nodes belong to the funnel
containing the global optimum (red node), while blue nodes belong to sub-optimal
funnels (bottoms coloured in a dark blue).
3D visualisation, only possible for functions with n = 2 (Fig. 1), with the network
visualisations for n = 5 (Fig. 4), we can observe that the overall shape of the
functions global structure is maintained. The networks visualisations, therefore,
offer a novel way of visualising the structure of functions of higher dimensions.
5.2 Real-world problems
Performance and network metrics. Fig. 5 reports the performance and
network metrics described in Table 1 for the real-world functions with n =
{3, 5, 8} for the radar function and n = {4, 6, 8} for the clustering function.
Results are shown for both initialisation methods, which are indicated us-
ing the subscript uni for the uniform initialisation and lhs for the hypercube
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(a) Ackley 4 (b) Griewank (c) Schwefel 2.26
Fig. 4. 3D visualisation of the CMLON networks for the three synthetic functions with
n = 5. The fitness value represents the third dimension. Nodes sizes are proportional to
their incoming strength. Pink nodes belong to the funnel containing the global optimum































































































Fig. 5. Network and performance metrics on the real-world functions. For each func-
tion, the subscripts uni and lhs denote uniform initialization and hypercube sampling,
respectively.
sampling. The performance metrics (Success and Deviation) indicate that the
real-world problems are easy to solve for all the dimensions and initialisation
methods considered. The strength network metric (1.0 in all cases) clearly cor-
relates with the performance metrics, supporting that the studied problems are
easy to solve. Looking at the other network metrics, we can see that the number
nodes increases with the dimension for both problems, and it is lower for the
clustering problem. When contrasting with the synthetic functions (Fig. 2), we
can see that the real-world problems produced much lower number of nodes. For
the clustering function, a single global funnel is observed in all dimensions. The
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number of funnels increases with the dimension for the radar function, but all
these funnels are global, there are no sub-optimal funnels in the studied real-
world problems. This is consistent with the good performance of MBH in these
problems. The differences between the two sampling methods are not marked for
most metrics, with uniform sampling showing higher values for some of them.
The neutral metric clearly indicates higher values for the real-world problems
as compared with the synthetic functions (Fig. 2). Specially the radar function
shows very high neutrality. Finally, another marked difference we found between
the synthetic and real-world functions was the total number of different global
optima. The synthetic functions revealed a very low number of global optima
in all the studied dimensions (two for the Ackley 4 function, and one for the
Griewank and Schwefel 2.26 functions) whereas the real-world functions pro-
duced a larger number of global optima. For example, for the uniform sampling,
the number of global optima for the radar function was: 7014, 6477, and 1934,
for n = 3, 5, and 8, respectively; whereas for the clustering function the number
of global optima was 2, 6 and 24, for n = 4, 6, and 8, respectively.
Network visualisation. Fig. 6 shows the CMLONs for the real-world func-
tions. For consistency with Fig. 3, the captions also indicate the success rate,
which was 1.0 in all cases. We can observe that the networks for the real-world
problems (Fig. 6) are much smaller (in terms of the number of nodes and edges)
than the synthetic functions (Fig. 3); their overall structure is also different. The
radar function with n = 3 has several thousands of global optima (7014 in our
sampling process), however they are all connected and compressed into a single
node in the CMLON model (red node in Fig. 6, (a)). The CMLON in this case
shows a single easy to traverse funnel structure, where one or two hops (edges)
are sufficient to reach a global optimum. As n increases (Fig. 6, (b) and (c)) the
number of funnel sinks (nodes without outgoing edges) increases, but they are
all global sinks (red nodes). Moreover, from none to three edges are sufficient
to reach a global optimum (no edges means that the first optimum attained
is a global optimum), whereas more steps are required to reach a global opti-
mum for the easy to solve synthetic functions (Fig. 3 (a) - (f)). The clustering
function (Fig. 6, (d) - (f)), shows small networks with a single global funnel and
short paths lengths to attain the global optimum. The networks for this problem
increase in size (number of nodes and edges) with increasing problem dimension.
6 Conclusions
We extracted and analysed basin-hoping network models from synthetic and real-
world continuous optimisation problems, and explored the effect of alternative
initialisation methods as well as the problem dimension. Our main goal was to
analyse and contrast the global (funnel) structure of the studied landscapes.
The number of funnels tend to increase with the problem dimension, however,
only one of the studied synthetic functions, Schwefel 2.26, showed sub-optimal
funnels. We found striking differences between the synthetic and the real-world
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(d) Clustering, n = 4, success = 1.0 (e) Clustering, n = 6, success = 1.0 (f) Clustering, n = 8, success = 1.0
(a) Radar, n = 3, success = 1.0 (b) Radar, n = 5, success = 1.0 (c) Radar, n = 8, success = 1.0
Fig. 6. CMLON visualisations for the real-world problems with different dimensions.
functions. Surprisingly, the real-world functions were easier to solve than the
synthetic functions and our network analysis and visualisation revealed why this
is the case.
The real-world problems produced much smaller network models (in terms
of nodes and edges) and optimal funnels with shallow depth; a few hops were
sufficient to reach a global optimum. The real-world problems also have many
global optima, as opposed to one or two as observed in the synthetic functions,
and much higher levels of neutrality measured as the proportion of connected
local optima at the same fitness level. These findings indicate that designing and
improving algorithms according to their performance on synthetic functions may
be misleading. Our approach offers a novel way of visualising and analysing the
global structure of continuous functions with more than two variables. Future
work will explore higher dimensions and additional real-world problems. The
new set of metrics extracted from network models can also be used to guide
parameter tuning and automatic algorithm selection in real-world engineering
and machine learning optimisation problems.
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